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Abstract

We have investigated the dynamics of photoexcitations in chiral assemblies ofp-phenylenevinylene oligomers functionalized with
hydrogen-bonding motifs. In the regime of low excitation densities, the luminescence transients are influenced by the migration of excitons
to defect sites, indicative of fast diffusivity of excitons along the molecular assemblies. In addition, at high excitation densities, bimolecular
exciton annihilation is shown to result in the fast depopulation of the stacks’ excitonic energy levels.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Conjugated polymers[1] and organic molecules[2] have
been the subject of intense research over the past decade,
stimulated by their successful implementation as active ma-
terials in optoelectronic devices. While conjugated polymers
feature good processability and therefore low cost of man-
ufacture, conjugated molecules benifit from a well-defined
chemical structure which allows the formation of ordered
structures with high charge-carrier mobilities. Recent work
has sought to combine the advantages of high intermolec-
ular order and ease of processing by design of molecular
systems which self-organize into supramolecular struc-
tures [3–5]. One novel approach employs a combination
of hydrogen-bonding and solvophobic effects to assemble
organic molecules reversibly into helical polymeric struc-
tures [6,7]. Here we report on our investigations into the
dynamics of photoexcitations in helical stacks of MOPV4,
a �-conjugated oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) derivative with
chiral side-chains and hydrogen-bonding ureidotriazine
units (Fig. 1) .
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2. Experimental

The synthesis and characterization of MOPV4 had
been outlined elsewhere[7]. MOPV4 was dissolved in
dodecane and the solution held in a cuvette within a
temperature-controlled mount. In order to study the dy-
namics of photoexcitations at low (1.7 × 10−5 excitons
per MOPV4 molecule) and at high (≈0.0061–0.082 exci-
tons per MOPV4 molecule) excitation densities, we have
conducted both time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) and
pump–probe experiments, respectively.

All time-resolved PL measurements were taken for so-
lution concentrations of 2.5 × 10−4 mol l−1 using the fem-
tosecond up-conversion technique. A detailed description
of the set-up has been published elsewhere[8,9]. Briefly,
MOPV4 was excited with the frequency-doubled output
from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser supplying 200 fs
pulses at a photon energy of 3.06 eV. Photoluminescence
emerging at right angle to the exciting beam was collected
with a pair of off-axis paraboloids and up-converted in
a �-barium borate (BBO) crystal using the fundamental
laser beam as a gate. Since only the vertically polarized
component of the emitted PL could be upconverted, the
excitation polarization was rotated with help of aλ/2-plate
and a Glan–Thompson polarizing prism to permit measure-
ment of the PL polarized either parallel or perpendicular to
the polarization of the exciting light. The overall temporal
resolution of the system was approximately 350 fs. To take
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Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structure of MOPV4 together with a schematic representation of the chiral stacks formed from dimerized MOPV4 in dodecane
solution. (b) Time-integrated photoluminescence spectra of MOPV4 in dodecane for two solution temperatures.

time-integrated PL spectra the vertical polarization compo-
nent was selected with a Glan–Thompson polarizing prism
and dispersed in a double-grating spectrometer (Spectro-
mate 1680). The PL was detected with a Si-photodiode us-
ing a lock-in technique, and corrected for spectral response
taking a black-body emitter as a reference.

For time-resolved pump–probe measurements, 100 fs
pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate were derived from a
home-built amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system. The pump
beam at 3.06 eV was created from second-harmonics gen-
eration in a 0.5 mm thick BBO crystal and focussed to a
125�m waist diameter in the centre of a 1 mm path of solu-
tion of MOPV4 (at a concentration of 4.1 × 10−4 mol l−1).
The weaker probe beam consisted of a white-light contin-
uum created by part of the amplifier output in a 2 mm thick
sapphire plate, and was focussed to a 50�m waist in the
same solution region. Both pump and probe beams were
linearly polarized in the horizontal plane. Measurements of
the fractional change in probe transmission due to the pump
pulse (�T/T ) were made by detecting a spectrally narrow
part of the probe light transmitted through the solution, and
that of a reference beam using a pair of Si photodiodes
and a lock-in technique. Pump fluences used ranged from
20 to 700�J cm−2 corresponding to excitation densities of
≈0.0061–0.082 excitons per MOPV4 molecule.

3. Results and discussion

The associative properties of MOPV4 have been dis-
cussed in detail by Schenning et al.[7]. It was shown that
in dodecane, MOPV4 molecules dimerize via quadrupole

hydrogen bonding between ureidotriazine units and subse-
quently form chiral stacks as a consequence of solvophobic
effects and�–� interactions (seeFig. 1a for illustration).
The stacking of MOPV4 dimers was found to be reversible:
as the solvent temperature was raised past a “transition
temperature”Tc, the assemblies increasingly began to dis-
sociate, until at a temperatureT � Tc only monomeric and
dimeric species remained. The transition temperature was
demonstrated to increase with increasing concentration of
MOPV4; for a concentration of 2.5 × 10−4 mol l−1 Tc was
found to be approximately 65◦C [10].

Fig. 1bdisplays the time-integrated PL spectra of MOPV4
in dodecane at 19 and 66◦C for a co-linear polarization of
the exciting and the detected light. As the solvent tempera-
ture is lowered the photoluminescence intensity is strongly
reduced, while the average energy of the emitted photons
decreases. This red-shift of the photoluminescence is a di-
rect consequence of the�-stacking ofp-phenylenevinylene
oligomers: the delocalization of excitons across more than
one molecule leads to a splitting of the excitonic levels[11]
with recombination occuring predominantly from the ener-
getically lowest state into which the exciton quickly relaxes.

In Fig. 2, the decay of the time-resolved photolumi-
nescence at 2.226 eV is shown for the same polarization
conditions as outlined above. At high temperatures (66◦C)
MOPV4 exists largely in its monomeric or dimeric form
and the luminescence decay within the first few hundred
picoseconds is mono-exponential with a time constant of
1.013 ns. However, as the solution temperature is reduced,
the PL decay assumes a strongly non-exponential form with
a fast (≈20 ps) initial followed by a long-lived decay over
a few hundred picoseconds. At the low excitation densities
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Fig. 2. Photoluminescence decay dynamics of MOPV4 in dodecane
at 2.226 eV for various solution temperatures. The inset shows the
time-integrated PL intensity at 2.214 eV as a function of excitation power,
together with fits assuming a power law. (An excitation intensity of 1 mW
here corresponds to a creation of 4.85 × 10−5 excitons per MOPV4
molecule per pulse.)

employed in the time-resolved PL experiments, it is highly
unlikely that these dynamics are affected by non-linear
phenomena, such as bi-molecular exciton annihilation. This
is underlined by the excitation-power dependance of the
time-integrated PL intensity, measured at a photon energy
of 2.214 eV (Fig. 2, inset). The dependence of the PL inten-
sity IPL on the excitation powerIex can be approximated
by a power law,IPL = aInex with a = 3.11 for a solution
temperature ofT = 19◦C, a = 9.68 for T = 66◦C and
n = 0.94± 0.02 (T = 19◦C), n = 0.96± 0.02 (T = 66◦C)
the latter two values being identical within the experimental
error. As we have outlined in a previous study, the PL decay
dynamics in the regime of low excitation density are instead
strongly influenced by the migration of excitons along the
stacking direction of the MOPV4 assemblies[12]. Two
main mechanisms are responsible for the observed fast ini-
tial decay. Firstly, the existence of non-radiative traps within
some of the MOPV4 molecules will lead to an efficient
quenching of the PL as excitons migrate along the MOPV4
assemblies. Such traps may for instance be introduced as a
result of carbonyl substitution on the vinyl group under the
exposure of the compound to oxygen. This mechanism has
previously been shown to create strong quenching sites in
thin films of poly(phenylenevinylene)[13,14]. Secondly, a
detailed study of the PL polarization anisotropy as a func-
tion of time after excitation revealed a fast depolarization
of the emitted photoluminescence following excitation with
linearly polarized light[12]. This is a direct consequence of
the helical nature of the stacks: if the exciting light is prop-
agating along the stacking axis, MOPV4 molecules whose
dipole moments are oriented parallel to the polarization of
the light are more likely to be excited, resulting in a peri-
odically varying excitation density along the stacks. This
anisotropic distribution of excitations will in turn cause the
initially emitted luminescence to be partly polarized. How-
ever, as the excitations diffuse along the stacks, their dipole

Fig. 3. Fractional change in probe transmission due to the presence of the
pump pulse, measured at a probe photon energy of 1.459 eV for different
pump fluences and temperatures of the MOPV4 solution. (At a pump
fluence of 20�J an excitation density of 0.0061 excitons is created per
MOPV4 molecule per excitation pulse.)

moments will turn about the stacking axis resulting in the
depolarization of the photoluminescence.

Fig. 3shows differential transmission transients at a probe
energy of 1.459 eV, measured for MOPV4 solutions both at
high (top) and at low (bottom) excitation densities, for a tem-
perature at which MOPV4 assemblies are formed (15◦C,
left) and for a temperature at which MOPV4 stacks have
largely dissociated (65◦C, right). We assign these negative
differential transmission signals to the photoinduced absorp-
tion from excitons created by the pump pulse[15], that
is, the measured transients reflect the time-dependence of
the exciton population in the high density regime. At high
(65◦C) solution temperatures, the transients show very little
variation with exciton density (Fig. 3, right column). How-
ever, at a solution temperature of 19◦C, at which MOPV4
forms helical assemblies (Fig. 3, left column) the shape of
the transients changes markedly with excitation power. As
the density of excitons is increased, a fast initial decay is
observed which we attribute to bimolecular exciton anni-
hilation. The formation of MOPV4 stacks should increase
the occurance of bimolecular interactions both through an
enhancement of the diffusivity of the excitons due to the
�-stacking of molecules and through closer proximity of
molecules in the stacks supporting exciton annihilation via
the Förster transfer mechanism[16,17]. A detailed model of
the mechanisms involved in the exciton bimolecular annihi-
lation is in progress.

4. Conclusion

We have studied the dynamics of photoexcitations in
supramolecular stacks of ap-phenylenevinylene derivative,
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both in the high and the low density regime. In both
cases, the measured transients are indicative of fast exci-
ton diffusion along the MOPV4 stacks. In the low density
regime, exciton diffusion is found to result in photolu-
minescence depolarization and the trapping of excitons
at chemical defects, while in the high density regime, in
addition, bimolecular exciton annihilation occurs. In both
density regimes, the exciton dynamics observed in MOPV4
stacks are reminiscent of those encountered in thin films of
poly(phenylenevinylene)[13,17].
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